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Abstract
Our work combines Java compilation to native code
with a run-time library that executes Java threads in a
distributed-memory environment with true parallelism. This
approach is implemented within the Hyperion system for the
distributed execution of compiled Java programs on clus-
ters of PCs. To provide the illusion of a shared memory
to Java threads, Hyperion has been built on top of DSM-
PM2, a portable implementation platform for multithreaded
distributed-shared-memory protocols. We have designed,
implemented and experimented with two alternative con-
sistency protocols compliant with the Java Memory Model.
The protocols have different mechanisms for access detec-
tion: the first one uses explicit locality checks, whereas the
second one is based on page faults. We illustrate the effects
of the two access-detection techniques with five applications
run on two clusters with different interconnection networks:
BIP/Myrinet and SISCI/SCI.
1. Introduction
The Java programming language has emerged as an at-
tractive alternative for writing parallel programs and the
cluster of computers has emerged as the typical parallel
machine today. There are a large number of efforts trying
to provide support for a distributed execution of Java pro-
grams on clusters, mainly by using Java’s remote-method-
invocation facility (e.g., [6, 7, 12, 13]) or by grafting an
existing message-passing library (e.g., [9, 10]) onto Java, in
order to connect multiple Java Virtual Machines.
In contrast, we view a cluster as executing a single Java
Virtual Machine (JVM), where the nodes are resources for
the distributed execution of Java threads with true concur-
rency. Distribution must be transparent to the programmer
and the implementation of the JVM must support the il-
lusion of a shared memory within the context of the Java
Memory Model. Thus, any threaded Java program written
for a shared-memory machine would run with zero changes
in a distributed environment. Our approach is most closely
related to efforts to implement Java interpreters on top of
a distributed shared memory [4, 8, 15]. However, we favor
compiling rather than interpreting, since we are interested in
computationally intensive programs that can exploit parallel
hardware. We expect the cost of compiling to native code
will be recovered many times over in the course of execut-
ing such programs. Therefore we focus on combining Java
compilation with support for executing Java threads using a
distributed-shared-memory runtime system.
Our work is done in the context of the Hyperion envi-
ronment for the high-performance execution of Java pro-
grams. Hyperion was developed at the University of New
Hampshire and comprises a Java-bytecode-to-C transla-
tor and a run-time library for the distributed execution
of Java threads. Hyperion has been built using the PM2
distributed, multithreaded run-time system from the École
Normale Supérieure de Lyon [2]. As well as providing
lightweight threads and efficient inter-node communication,
PM2 provides a configurable, multi-protocol, page-based
distributed-shared-memory layer, DSM-PM2 [1], providing
full support for implementing various consistency proto-
cols, such as Java consistency. Another important advan-
tage of PM2 is its high portability on several UNIX plat-
forms and on a large variety of network protocols (BIP,
SCI, VIA, MPI, PVM, TCP). Thanks to this feature, Java
programs compiled by Hyperion can be executed with true
parallelism in all these environments.
To provide the illusion of a shared memory to Java
threads, we have designed, implemented and experimented
with two alternative consistency protocols compliant with
the Java Memory Model. Though both protocols follow
practically the same algorithmic lines, they differ in the
mechanisms used for detecting accesses to remote objects.
The first protocol uses explicit locality checks, whereas the
second one relies on page faults. In this paper we discuss
the two techniques, by illustrating and comparing their be-
havior on a set of applications.
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Module Description
Threads subsystem Provides support for implementing Java threads. Includes thread creation and synchro-
nization, which are mapped to PM2’s corresponding operations.
Communication subsystem Supports the transmission of messages between the cluster nodes. The interface is based
upon message handlers being asynchronously invoked on the receiving end (RPCs).
Memory subsystem Implements the image of a single memory address space shared by all nodes, while re-
specting consistency as defined by the Java Memory Model. Utilizes either of two alterna-
tive protocols developed using the DSM-PM2 distributed-shared-memory platform.
Load balancer Handles the distribution of newly created threads to nodes. It currently uses a round-robin
thread distribution algorithm.
Java API subsystem Implements a subset of the native methods present in the API classes (we use Sun’s JDK
1.1), thus allowing classes using some native methods to be compiled with Hyperion.
Classes in the Java API that do not include native methods can simply be compiled by
Hyperion’s Java-bytecode-to-C translator.
Table 1. Hyperion’s runtime: internal structure
An overview of the Hyperion system is given in Sec-
tion 2. In Section 3 we present our alternative implemen-
tations of Java consistency through two DSM-PM2 con-
sistency protocols with access detection based either on
locality checks or on page faults. The behavior of the
two protocols is illustrated and discussed in Section 4,
based on experiments with five different applications run
on two platforms using different interconnection networks:
BIP/Myrinet and SISCI/SC. Finally, Section 5 summarizes
the conclusions of this study.
2. Compiling threaded Java programs for
execution on clusters
2.1. The Hyperion system
Our vision is that programmers will develop Java pro-
grams using the workstations on their desks and then submit
the programs for production runs to a “high-performance
Java execution server”, usually a cluster, that appears as a
resource on the network. Instead of the conventional Java
paradigm of pulling bytecode back to their workstation for
execution, programmers will push bytecode to the high-
performance server for remote execution. Upon arrival at
the server the bytecode is translated for native execution on
the processors of the cluster. The code generation process
is as follows: user class files are compiled (first by Hype-
rion’s Java-bytecode-to-C compiler and then the generated
C code by a C compiler) and then linked with the Hyperion
run-time library and with the necessary external libraries.
The Hyperion run-time library is structured as a collec-
tion of modules that interact with one another. Their role is
concisely described in Table 1.
2.2. Hyperion/PM2 implementation
The current implementation of Hyperion is based on the
PM2 distributed multithreaded environment. PM2’s pro-
gramming interface allows threads to be created locally and
remotely and to communicate through RPCs (Remote Pro-
cedure Calls). PM2 also provides a thread migration mech-
anism that allows threads to be transparently and preemp-
tively moved from one node to another during their exe-
cution. Such functionality is typically useful to implement
dynamic load balancing policies. Finally, on top of PM2,
DSM-PM2 [1] provides a platform for implementing mul-
tithreaded DSM consistency protocols for various consis-
tency models, such as sequential and release consistency.
We have used DSM-PM2 to implement Java consistency, as
described in [3]. In this paper we compare two alternative
protocols for Java consistency based on different access-
detection mechanisms for remote objects and we compare
their influence on the performance of five applications.
Most Hyperion run-time primitives (mainly in the thread,
communication and shared memory subsystems) are im-
plemented by direct mapping onto the corresponding PM2
functions. Thus, thread operations are handled by PM2’s
thread library (Marcel), an efficient, user-level, POSIX-like
thread package featuring thread migration. The Hyper-
ion communication subsystem has been easily implemented
through PM2’s RPCs, which allow PM2 threads to invoke
the remote execution of user-defined services (i.e., func-
tions). On the remote node, PM2 RPC invocations can ei-
ther be handled by a pre-existing thread or they can involve
the creation of a new thread. PM2 utilizes a generic commu-
nication package [5] that provides an efficient interface to a
wide-variety of high-performance communication libraries,
including low-level ones.
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loadIntoCache Load an object into the
cache
invalidateCache Invalidate all entries in the
cache
updateMainMemory Update memory with modi-
fications made to objects in
the cache
get Retrieve a field from an ob-
ject previously loaded into
the cache
put Modify a field in an object
previously loaded into the
cache
Table 2. Key DSM primitives
3. Remote object detection in Hyperion
3.1. Implementing the Java Memory Model
Hyperion implements the Java Memory Model [11],
which utilizes a variant of release consistency. Java al-
lows threads to keep locally cached copies of objects. Con-
sistency is provided by requiring that local modifications
made to cached objects be transmitted to the central mem-
ory when a thread exits a monitor. Table 2 provides the key
primitives of the Hyperion memory subsystem that are used
to provide Java consistency.
The concept of central memory is implemented in DSM-
PM2 via a home-based approach. Each object is assigned
a home node, which is in charge of managing the reference
copy of the object. Objects (initially stored on their home
nodes) are replicated when accessed on other nodes, using
loadIntoCache. Note that at most one copy of an object
may exist on a node and that this copy is shared by all the
threads running on that node. Thus, by associating caches
to nodes rather than to threads we avoid wasting memory.
Also, objects are implemented on top of pages such that
loadIntoCache actually retrieves the whole page on which
the object is located, which results in a pre-fetching effect
for other objects located on the same page. This is still com-
pliant with Java consistency. The threads are guaranteed to
access up-to-date objects since the cache gets invalidated
upon entering a monitor.
Thanks to the put access primitives, the modifica-
tions can be recorded at the moment when they are car-
ried out, with object-field granularity. All local modi-
fications are sent to the home node of the page by the
updateMainMemory primitive, called by the Hyperion
run-time on exiting a monitor.
Since DSM-PM2’s programming interface is intended
both for support of more complex libraries and as a target
for compilers, no pre-processing is assumed in the general
case and accesses to shared data can be detected using page
faults. Alternatively, an application can choose to bypass
the fault detection mechanism by controlling the accesses
to shared data through calls to get/put primitives that ex-
plicitly handle consistency. We used both approaches in our
alternative implementations of the Java consistency model.
Note that in both cases, references to objects are real
pointers and that the objects are located at the same virtual
address on all nodes, according to the iso-address approach
to memory allocation taken by PM2. Thanks to this scheme,
page replication and migration, as well as thread migration,
can occur while guaranteeing pointer validity.
3.2. Access detection using in-line checks
Since Hyperion uses specific access primitives to shared
data (get and put), we can use explicit checks to detect if an
object is present (i.e., has a copy) on the local node, thus by-
passing the page-fault mechanism. If the object is present,
it is directly accessed, otherwise the page containing the ob-
ject is brought to the local cache. This scheme is used by
the java_ic protocol (ic for in-line check). Its main advan-
tage is that it saves the cost of page faults that would be
necessary to detect accesses to non-local pages. As a re-
sult, no page protection is necessary on any node, since we
assume all accesses to shared data are carried out through
the get/put primitives: the shared memory is allocated in
READ/WRITE mode on all nodes at initialization time and
the access rights remain the same until the end of the ap-
plication. In conclusion, accesses to remote objects do not
involve either page faults, or any call to the mprotect prim-
itive to handle access rights. However, the price to pay is an
explicit locality check for every access to an object, whether
it be local or remote.
3.3. Access detection using page faults
Alternatively, the java_pf protocol uses page faults to
detect accesses to non-local objects (pf for page fault). Ini-
tially, objects are set to READ/WRITE mode on the home
node only and are READ/WRITE-protected on the other
nodes. This protection is set on each entry to a moni-
tor, such that any subsequent access to objects on non-
home nodes always results in a page fault that starts up
the consistency protocol by requesting the page from the
home node. Upon arrival, the page access rights are set to
READ/WRITE and the faulting thread is thus guaranteed
to access up-to-date data (once it has entered the monitor).
Compared to the java_ic protocol, accesses to local objects
(i.e. objects on their home node or cached) are cheaper,
since they no longer involve checks. In contrast, an extra
overhead is introduced for the loading of a remote object,
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due to the page fault itself and to the calls to the UNIX prim-
itive mprotect.
We can see that choosing between one technique or
the other involves a tradeoff which needs to take into ac-
count complex factors like the ratio between the number
of local accesses to the number of remote accesses (influ-
enced by the data distribution and by the computation-to-
communication ratio of the application) and the relative cost
of page faults against inline-checks. Thanks to the cus-
tomizability of DSM-PM2, we could experiment with both
techniques. Five applications with different characteristics
have been used to analyze this tradeoff.
4. Performance evaluation
4.1. Benchmark programs
We evaluated the two protocols using five benchmark
programs. The Pi program estimates  by calculating a
Riemann sum of 50 million values. The Jacobi program
computes the temperature distribution on an insulated plate
after 100 time steps, using a 1024 by 1024 mesh of cells
to discretize the plate. Barnes is a gravitational N-body
simulation adapted from the C code distributed with the
SPLASH-2 benchmark suite. We used 16K bodies and ran
the simulation for 6 timesteps. TSP is a branch-and-bound
solution to the Traveling Salesperson Problem, computing
the shortest path connecting all cities in a given set. We
solved a 17-city problem. ASP is the All-pairs, Shortest
Paths program, which computes the shortest path between
all pairs of nodes in a graph, using Floyd’s algorithm. We
used a 2000 node graph. (The ASP and TSP applications
are based upon code generously given to us by the Jackal
group at the Vrije Universiteit.)
Each program creates one computation thread for each
processor in the cluster. Pi is embarrassingly parallel, with
threads coordinating only to compute a global sum of the
partial sums computed by the threads for their share of the
Riemann intervals. In Jacobi each thread owns a block of
contiguous rows of the mesh. During every timestep each
thread must retrieve a “boundary” row from its “neighbor”
thread holding the rows to the “north” and from its “neigh-
bor” thread holding the rows to the “south”. The communi-
cation pattern in Barnes is irregular as bodies move during
the simulation (causing body-body interactions to change)
and the program uses a load-balancing algorithm that dy-
namically assigns bodies to threads for processing. TSP
uses a central queue of work to be performed, as well as
centrally storing the best solution seen so far. Of course,
these “central” data structures are stored on a single node,
protected by a Java monitor, and must be fetched by threads
executing on other nodes. ASP uses a two-dimensional dis-
tance matrix. As in Jacobi, each thread owns a block of
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Figure 1. Pi: java_pf vs. java_ic.
contiguous rows of the matrix. During each iteration the
“current” row of the matrix must be retrieved by all threads.
4.2. Experimental results
The programs were run on two different clusters. The
first cluster consists of twelve 200 MHz Pentium Pro ma-
chines, running Linux 2.2, interconnected by a Myrinet net-
work and using the BIP protocol [14]. The second clus-
ter consists of six 450 MHz Pentium II machines running
Linux 2.2, interconnected by a SCI network using the SISCI
protocol. The cost of a page fault goes from 12 microsec-
onds on the SCI cluster machines to 22 microseconds on the
Myrinet cluster machines.
The GNU C compiler (version 2.7.2.3) was used as the
“back end” to Hyperion’s java2c compiler. The GNU C
compiler was invoked using the -O6 optimization flag.
Figures 1-5 compare the two protocol implementations
for each benchmark program on both clusters.
4.3. Discussion
The two protocols performed essentially identically on
both clusters for the Pi program. This is not surprising
as this program makes very little use of objects, comput-
ing nearly exclusively with values on each thread’s stack.
Therefore, java_ic performs very few locality checks and
java_pf handles very few page faults, leading to identical
performance for the two protocols.
On the Myrinet cluster, java_pf consistently outper-
forms java_ic for the other applications. The improvements
ranged from 38% for Jacobi to 64% for ASP. The most
important factor in the amount of the improvement con-
cerns the ratio of the cost of the inline check used by the
java_ic protocol to the cost of the rest of the computation
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Figure 2. Jacobi: java_pf vs. java_ic.
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Figure 3. Barnes Hut: java_pf vs. java_ic.
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Figure 4. TSP: java_pf vs. java_ic.
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Figure 5. ASP: java_pf vs. java_ic.
performed by the benchmark program. In ASP the inner-
most loop is only doing an integer add and an integer com-
pare while performing three object-locality checks. Remov-
ing these checks obviously has a large impact on the perfor-
mance. The innermost loop of the Jacobi program, on the
other hand, utilizes double-precision floating-point opera-
tions, which make the object-locality checks less important.
For Jacobi, TSP and ASP the improvement amount on
the Myrinet cluster is relatively constant as the number of
nodes is varied. However, for Barnes the improvement
decreases from 46% to 28% as the number of nodes in-
creases from 1 to 12. With Barnes, for this problem size
on the Myrinet cluster, the execution time using either pro-
tocol flattens for the higher number of nodes: communica-
tion costs grow steadily and begin to dominate. This means
that the number of page faults being handled by java_pf (as
well as the number of mprotect calls performed) grows sig-
nificantly. This eats away at the improvement obtained by
removing the locality checks.
The communication costs for Jacobi, TSP and ASP are
relatively constant for these problems sizes as the Myrinet
cluster size is varied. (For Jacobi the communication costs
are constant; for TSP and ASP the communication costs
are dwarfed by the computation costs, even at the larger
cluster sizes.) Therefore the additional overhead introduced
by the page fault handling and page protection actions in
java_pf is not significant.
On the SCI cluster, java_pf also consistently outper-
forms java_ic for the Jacobi, Barnes, TSP and ASP ap-
plications. However, the improvement is less than on the
Myrinet cluster: an average improvement across all applica-
tions and cluster sizes of 21%. This reflects the faster speed
of the processors used in the SCI cluster, which makes the
removal of the in-line checks relatively less important.
These results indicate that the page-fault protocol is su-
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perior for all applications and clusters studied. For parallel
programs that exhibit good speedup as the number of cluster
nodes is increased, the additional overheads incurred by the
page-fault handling will not be significant since the com-
munication costs of such programs are not dominant. In this
case the amount of improvement observed on a single-node
execution by removing the checks should also be observed
on runs with a larger number of cluster nodes. The amount
of improvement will vary depending on how expensive the
locality checks are with respect to the overall computation.
On the other hand, note that we used only one application
thread per node. We also plan to study the effects of using
more application threads per node, thus enabling computa-
tion/communication overlap.
5. Conclusion
We have compared two alternative remote-object-
detection techniques embedded within two different consis-
tency protocols implementing Java consistency. This study
has been performed within the context of a DSM-based Java
compilation system for clusters, Hyperion. Both protocols
allow threaded Java programs written for shared memory to
run in a distributed environment with no changes. To de-
tect accesses to remote objects, the first protocol (java_ic)
uses explicit locality checks, whereas the second protocol
(java_pf) relies on page faults. We have used five different
applications on two different platforms (BIP/Myrinet and
SISCI/SCI) to compare the behavior of our protocols. The
experimental results clearly demonstrate that the protocol
based on page faults is superior. Even if remote object re-
trieval is more expensive for this protocol (due to fault han-
dling and to page protection overhead), the absence of any
check in local accesses makes it much more efficient than
java_ic, which introduces a check for every access. This
behavior can be explained by the intensive use of objects
combined with a “good” object distribution: local objects
are intensively used, remote accesses (generating faults for
java_pf) are not very frequent.
We stress that both DSM-PM2 protocols for Java consis-
tency were co-designed with Hyperion’s memory module
and this approach enabled us to make aggressive optimiza-
tions using information from the upper layers. This illus-
trates how the use of a customizable, portable platform for
implementing multithreaded consistency protocols such as
DSM-PM2 can allow for easy experimentation with differ-
ent design techniques and lead to efficient choices. We plan
to use this feature to experiment with other mechanisms to
implement Java consistency, including thread migration.
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